
For over 30 years, 
we have been manufacturing 
drums with our own drum 
manufacturing machines that 
we engineered and built. 

WHO WE ARE 
Since 1989, we have been providing re-
liable industrial packaging solutions for 
steel drum, small and intermediate 
steel drum, and fiber drum needs of 
our customers in petrochemical, 
chemical and food industries from 3 of 
our facilities all across Turkey. 
Through the technology and 
know-how we have developed as a 
result of our experience in the drum 
production industry and our 
continuous research and development 
activities, we are delivering turnkey 
drum manufacturing lines and 
iindividual steel and fiber drum 
production machines to our 
customers abroad.

YOUR PARTNER IN DRUM PRODUCTION
AApart from being one-stop steel drum manufacturing machinery 
provider and being able to establish turn-key steel drum production 
lines, one of our main advantages is, being a steel drum 
manufacturer ourselves, we are knowledgeable about potential 
production, commercial holdbacks or potential growth areas our 
customers may face, therefore we provide guidance and insight to 
our steel drum machinery customers about the trends, 
requirequirements, suppliers in the steel drum market and develop 
solutions accordingly.

We design and manufacture machinery 
capable of producing:

TIGHT HEAD STEEL DRUMS: 216,6 lt.

OPEN TOP STEEL DRUMS: 216,5 lt.

CONICAL STEEL DRUMS: 217 lt.

INTERMEDIATE STEEL DRUMS: Small drums ranging between 20 - 80 lt.

FIBER DRUMFIBER DRUMS: Drums made of kraftliner with various volumes and type

RECONDITIONED DRUMS

Automatic Steel Drum Sheet Cut to length line
Complete line with decoiler, straightener, cutter for desired length and stacker.
Automatic Steel Drum Ends Manufacturing Line
Fully automatic steel drum ends blanking and drawing lines either from coil or sheets.
Automatic Continuous Steel Drum Seam Welder
AAutomatic Continuous Steel Drum Seam Welder with sheet destacking and roll 
forming
Automatic Steel Drum Body Production Line
Automatic Steel Drum Body Production Line with flanger, beader, corrugation, 
seaming, testing operations.
Automatic Steel Drum Finishing Line
Painting, Lacquering, Drying Oven, Printing Machines

Standard Steel Drum Machinery

Intermediate Steel Drum Machinery

Drum Reconditioning Machinery

Fiber Drum Machinery


